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30 Seniors To Be Listed In
1954-'55 "Who's Who"
Thirty Clemson College seniors will be listed in the 195455 edition of Who's Who in
American Universities and
Colleges. These students were
selected by a college faculty
committee on the basis of
their excellence and sincerity
in scholarship, leadership and
participation in extra-curricular and academic activities,
citizenship and service to the
college and promse of future
usefulness to business and society.
The list includes William Donald Ashcraft, John Bartin Bailey,
Thomas Woodward Bookhart, Arthur English Brown, Harry Carroll, Niles Clark Craig, Henry
Reynolds Coleman, Charles Hicklen Ferguson, David Baymond
Gentry, John Hoyt Hardee, William Frampton Harper, Andrei
Knox Helms, James Kermit Henderson, Walter Hazel Hendrix,
Fred Harold Hope, William Addison Key, Angus McPherson Lander, John Connor
Leutwyler,
James David Martin, Joe Franklin Mattison, Allston Thomas Mitchell, Richard Dillard Mitchell,
David Morris, James Aubrey Murphy, Chauncey Depew Smith, Jr.,
William Kay Turner, Bryan Legare Walpole, Richard Anthony
Whitten, James Kirby Willis, and
Robert Lynn Wyatt.
Ashcraft, an electrical engineering major of Florence, is a high
honor student, president of Tau
Beta Pi, and vice-president of
Alpha Phi Omega and the Little
Theater.
Bailey, an electrical engineering
major of Seneca, is top honor man
in the senior class, student vicepresident of Phi Kappa Phi, and
co-editor of The Slipstick.
Bookhart, an electrical engineering major of Kingstree, is
honor student, president of the
YMCA Cabinet, cadet regimental
executive officer, and vice-chairman of the Senior Council.
Brown, a ceramic engineering
major of Florence, is an honor
student, president of the American Ceramic Society, a Distinguished Military Student, and secretary of the Council of Club
Presidents.
Carroll, an industrial physics
major of Anderson, is a high honor student and winner of the Howard Carlisle Gopeland Award who
has worked as radio announcerengineer during his four years at
Clemson.
Clark, an animal husbandry major of Waterloo, is an honor student, president of the Block and
Bridle Club, co-editor of The Agrarian, scribe of Alpha Zeta, and
winner of the Danforth Senior
Fellowship.
Coleman, a civil engineering
major of Abbeville, is an honor
student, president of the American Society of Civil Engineers
and corresponding secretary of
Tau Beta Pi.
Ferguson, a textile manufacturing major of Great Falls, is a
cadet battalion commander, editor of the Bobbin and Beaker, and
regimental commander of the
Pershing Rifles.
Gentry, a textile manufacturing
major of Easley, is an honor student, president of Phi Psi, and
winner of the Interchemical
Scholarship.
Hardee, an agricultural engineering major of Loris, is vicepresident of the Agricultural Engineering Club, a cadet company
commander, and a member of the
BSU Quartet and State Choir.
Harper, a textile manufacturing major of York, is president of
the senior class, cadet regimental
chaplain, vice-president of Blue
Key, and secretary of the Tiger
Brotherhood.
Helms, a textile engineering
major of Lancaster, is a high honor student and cadet company
commander.
Henderson, a dairy major of
Charlotte, N. C, is an honor student, president of Alpha Beta, coeditor of The Agrarian, cadet captain, Distinguished Military Student and winner of the Southern
Regional Milk Industry Foundation Award.
Hendrix, a mechanical engineering major of Heath Springs,
is an honor student, co-editor of
The Slipstick, and a member of
Tau Beta Pi and Phi Kappa Phi.
Hope, a textile manufacturing
major of North Augusta, is a cadet
battalion commander, business
manager of the Bobbin and Beaker and regimental executive of(Continued- on page 3)
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Stowe To Speak In
College Auditorium
Public Is Invited
To Hear Famous
Correspondent
The Clemson College community and the public will
be afforded an opportunity tc
hear Mr. Leland Stowe, one
of America's outstanding foreign correspondents, speak
before the Student Assembly
in the college auditorium,
Friday morning, November
19, at eleven o'clock.
LELAND STOWE

Film Series Begins
Sunday Night
Beginning next Sunday, select
ed films of exceptional interest
will be shown at 3:30 p. m. in the
Chemistry Auditorium of Clemson
College as a weekly service to the
college community.
Next week's program will present two films, both in color and
with sound, the two lasting almost
an hour. All interested persons
are invited, especially students,
for whom the program" has been
initiated by sereval religious
groups in the community..
"Waves of Green", an account
of .progress in American agricul
ture, is a tribute to the land grant
institutions of the United States
relating the stories of several men
who played imporant parts in the
advance of agriculture in this
country.
' $500,000 to One", deals with destructive as well as beneficial insects on the farm, the title referring to the fact that injects outnumber men in that ratio. "Closeups" of interest are shown, and
natural enemies of insects and
methods of control will be illustrated. ,
Films will be selected and the
program directed by the cadet
chaplain, Frampton Harper, and
a committee of students, with advisers chosen by the groups concerned.
No showings will be given during the Thanksgiving and Christmsa holidays.

NOTICE
Classes tomorrow will be
shortened to allow time for the
Student Convocation. On Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
of next week, Thursday, Friday
and Saturday classes will be
held, respectively.

Classes will be curtailed in
order that all students, faculty
members, and administrative
personnel may attend. The public is cordially invited.
Until recently, Mr. Stowe was
employed as Director of Information for Radio Free Europe, in
Munich, Germany. Some of his
experiences and impressions gained in the East-West struggle for
control of Germany, and, consequently, for control of Europe,
will be recounted in the lecture,
entitled: "Spy War in Germany."
With twenty-seven years' background as a European observer
and reporter for the New York
Tribune and the Chicago Daily
News and with long experience as
a radio commentator for ABC and
Mutual networks, Mr. Stowe is
well qualified to speak on this
subject.
, Between the two World Wars,
the speaker covered the annual
meetings of the League of Nations, the Geneva Disarmament
Conference, the Paris Reparations Conference, and the London Economic Conference.
When the Nazis came to power
in Germany in 1933, he reported
the Reichstag fire trials, publish'
ing his first book, Nazi Means
War, in that year. Later, he covered the Spanish Civil War,' and
in 1939, when Russia attacked
Finland, , he reported this war.
After this uneven struggle was
terminated, he proceeded to Scandinavia in order to witness the
Nazi seizure 'of Norway.
A year later he hurried to the
Balkans, from whence he reported the story of Germany's
victories there. Next, Mr. Stowe's
sponsors sent him to the Far East
to cover Japan's conquest of Malaya, Indo-China, Siam, and Burma.
In the last two years of World
War II, he returned to. Europe,
following the allied armies across
France, Belgium, Luxembourg,
and Germany. Mr. Stowe is now
interpreting the cold war for his
readers and listeners.
For excellence in journalism,
Mr. Stowe has received honorary degrees, the Pulitzer prize,
(Continued on page 3)

Soloists have an important part in making the Navy Band a su cess. (Top left)
Vivian Swinson, harp soloist, has had experience all over the w*cld and has received high acclaim from audiences and critics alike. (Top right), The herald
trumpets are used to start off each program with a fan fare. Members of the

Soloists To Highlight Both Concerts
Canon Green Will Hold
Services December 13
NOTICE
The Block C Club request
that all students wearing high
school Block letters, or sweaters
either remove the letter from
the sweater or not wear the
sweater at all. If a student is
caught wearing a high school
Block letter after this date, he
will be reprimanded by a member of the Block C Club.

Canon Bryan Green, reputed to
be England's greatest Minister,
will be on the Clemson College
campus December 13-16 to hold
an evangelistic mission.
Services will' be held in the
College Chapel with the opening
service on Monday, December 13
at^ 11:00 a. m. These services are
sponsored by the Committee on
Student Assemblies with Dr. C.
W. Bolen, chairman. This mission will continue each afternoon
in the College Chapel at 4:00 p.
m. Monday, December 13 through
Thursday, December 16.
x Various committees have been
set up on the campus and in the
community to publicize and boost
this mission study.
The different committees are:
Local Clergy, Church Student
Groups, Community Neighborhood Prayer Groups, Company
Prayer Groups, Extra Promotion,
Actual Mission Services, YWCA,
and Promotion.
These different committees,
composed of students and community people will lay the foundation for Mr. Green's services.
Any information on Mr. Green's
appearance on the Clemson campus may be obtained from any
of the local protestant churches,
from the YMCA, student church
groups, or the Clemson News Bureau.

Canterbury Club
Asked To Furman

New initiates into the Alpha Phi Omega, national service fraternity composed of former
Boy Scouts, are: (seated, left to right), Earl
Little, Dren Robinetti, Louis Shenman, Harry

herald section are each soloists of some distinction. (Lower left) The trumpet
trio composed of Richard Harl, James Moss and John Beer. Each man has had
much experience as a musician. (Lower right) Frank Scimonelli, soloist on the
English post horn, has gained wide acclaim for his perfection.

Ryttenburg. (Standing, left to right) Charles
Richey, Eugene Grilfillin, George Barnes,
Ludlow Adams, Dixon Lee, Jimmy Ballew.
(TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)

The Canterbury Club from Furman University has invited the
Canterbury Club to a party and a
dance on. Dec. 1. The Canterbury
Club will meet at the Parish
House and travel to Furman in a
group.
Canon Bryan Green, England's
greatest preacher, I will visit the
campus starting Dec. 12 to give
a series of talks. The first one
is to be at 11:00 Monday morning,
Dec. 13. The future programs of
the Canterbury Club will consist
of introductions and reviews on
Canon Bryan Green.

AIEE Takes 32
Men Into Club
The American institute of Electrical Engineers i^cently had its
week-long initiation of new members. The initiatioi ended with
a banquet in the Purple Room of
the Clemson House.
The following new members
were received into the o- ?anization: B. J. Arnold, Laurent; J. D.
Box, Naval Base; R. C. Bradbsrry, Athens, Ga.; L. C. Capell,
Greenwood; W. T. Chambers, Toccoa, Ga.; R. C. Chewning, Manning; J. M. Coggins, Spartanburg,
and B. M. Crenshaw, Piedmont.
Also, C. F. Elgin, Anderson; J.
F. Gahr, Anderson; C. M. Gardner,
Darlington; E. D. Guy, Clemson;
P. A. Hagen, Clemson; M. H.
Hendee, Jacksonville, Fla.; M. A.
Hunter, Patrick; G. A. Johnson,
Skyland, N. C; J. R. King, Westminster; O..W. Knight, Clemson;
W. C. Leonard, Johnson City,
Tenn.; O. H. McDaniel, Orangeburg; C. D. Miller, Clemson; and
W. L. Orr, Clemson.
Also, N. L. Palles, Clemson; H.
M. Pickelsimer, Piedmont; D. G.
Satterfield, Lyman; C. R. Smith,
Orangeburg; R. R. Smith, Brevard, N. C; J. D. Stanley, Clemson; W. H. Taylor, Anderson; J.
C. Thorne, Chesnee; Z. S. Watson,
Marion; and D. R. Whitlow, Royston, Ga.
At the last meeting of the AIEE
it was brought out that members
must be present at the meetings
held the second and fourth uesdays of every month. If a member fails to attend three meetings
in a row, he will be dropped automatically from the club roll.
The next meeting of AIEE will
be held Tuesday, Nov. 23, at 6:30
in Room 100, Riggs Hall. At this
meeting the possibilities of organizing a chapter of Institute of
Radio Engineers (IRE) here at
Clemson will be discussed.
All
members are urged to be present.

NOTICE
All Clemson students wishing
to take the National Teachers
Examinations may secure application blanks from Professor J.
L. Brock of the School of Education. Professor Brock said
that the blanks must be picked
up before the Thanksgiving holidays,
i

Performances By Harpist,
Horns To Be Included
Feature performances by soloists will highlight the matinee and evening programs to be presented by the Navy Band
November 30. The soloists include performers on the post
horn, the harp, the cornets, and the herald trumpets.
Music in the Navy, on land and
sea, is a familiar sound and sight
all over the world, whether it is
ceremonial honors rendered in a
foreign poii-cf-call T a US<~>
dance or concert presented in a
midwestern city of the United
States.
Navy bands are the product of
a music program under supervision of the. famous U. S. Naval
School of Music in Washington, D.
C, now in its 20th year of existence. With graduates assigned as
bandsmen on ships, at overseas
bases, and shore station in the
United States, the Navy music
school is training its musicians
for performances in Navy bands
throughout the world.
The sailor musicians, recruited from schools and bands over
the nation, are given opportunities for a musical tour of duty
in any section of the world. It
may be a serviceman's dance in
Hawaii, a parade in Tokyo, or
a concert in Naples. At the major school for Armed Forces
musicians, men are prepared for
performances at all types of
military and recreational activities.
Bluejacket bandsmen are required to complete a course of
study at the Naval School of Music, lasting six months, prior to
assignment to one of sixty-five
(65) Navy unit bands. While in
training at the music school, each
musician follows a daily schedule
of instruction in concert, clinic
and dance bands. Ensemble rehearsals, harmony class, and instrumental lessons are the primary accents of the music school
routine, plus a host of official
Navy functions which call for
Navy musicians at parades, dances, radio and television shows in
the nation's capital.
Concert bands, dance orchestras,
jazz combos, and instrumental solos resound through the Navy
music school's hallways each day,
and adequate facilities to support

these musical activities are always maintained. The school has
its own instrument repair shop, a
band library stocked with over
10,000 arrangements of all types
of music, and p. reference librrvv
comparable to those of nationally
known music conservatories. This
library contains several thousand
music texts and scores, as well as
over 2000 LP and 700 standardspeed recordings of all types of
bands, orchestras, and ensembles.
Students are supplied with government instruments and instruction books during their training
at the music school, and a wellequipped recording laboratory is
available for the Navy bands' recording sessions.
Dance bands, an integral part
of the Navy Music Program, are
organized from personnel of the
music school concert bands, and
16-piece dance bands rehearse
daily on Navy "specials" and stock
arrangements. Combos are also
scheduled and a "jam session" is
liable to pop up at any time in
any room of the conservatorytype music building. One of the
really all-around Navy musicians
in the Dance Band Division of
the Naval School of Music is Musician 2/c Pat Orres of Fort
Dodge, Iowa, who can play 12 different musical instruments with
an adeptness difficult to match.
Outstanding Navy musicians
may request an audition for the
United States Navy Band in
Washington, D. C, when openings occur in this famous organization, called "the World's
Finest." The U. S .Navy Band
is the top peak of musical
achievement for bandsmen In
the Navy Music Program.
The archives of the Nav
School of Music contain a wealt
of history in music and musician
who were yesterday or are toda;
in the national spotlight.
One of the most famous of Navy
(Continued on page 3)
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Recreation Or Education?

DONT GET ME WRONG BUT

ril ET"S go down to the lounge and watch TV," or "Let's go
down to the hi-fi room and listen to records"! That has
been the watchword of the average Clemson student since
the opening of the new Student Center.
It is wonderful that.people have made it possible for us
to have this type of reaction at our fingertips. We now have
the finest, most modern equipment to enjoy. This takes care
of our recreation. But what about our education?
While we are playing and having fun in our new Student
Center, we are still meeting many of our classes in dingy,
outdated classrooms. I agree with whoever said, "All work
and no play makes Jack a dull boy", but I think most of us
came to college to gain an education.
Certainly, learning how to appreciate the finer things in
life, fellowship, and relaxation, all play an important part
in our college education, but the classes, and the professors
play the major role.
We have many classrooms on the campus which are adequate, but the inadequate ones stand out like a sore thumb.
All regular undergraduate students at Clemson College
must take English, Math, and Physics. These courses are
taught in the Physics Building and Tillman Hall. Compared with some of the better classrooms on the campus,
which serve only a small percentage of the students, these
rooms are terrible. The School of Engineering, with 42.2%
of the student enrollment is hurting from the lack of space
and equipment. At present the Engineering School is using temporary, World War II pre-fabs for some of its classrooms, and much of its equipment is in poor shape. Everyone connected with Clemson College should be ashamed of
these broken-down facilities.
Since the completion of the new Student Center, Clemson students now have most of the comforts of home. While
we are spending money improving our comforts, why don't
we allocate funds to improve our halls of learning?
The NEW CLEMSON leaves me with one question in
mind. RECREATION or EDUCATION?

Very Few Students Take The
To Enjoy The Little Theater Plays
By Lawrence Starkey
First of all I want to thank Alan Cannon
for writing this column last week. The
printers left his name off of it. It seemed
like old times to pick up a Tiger and read
his material. I hope he enjoyed writing it
as much as we enjoyed reading it.
WHERE WERE YOU?
Last Saturday night I went to the Little
Theatre's performance of "The Mad Woman
of Chaillot." On the whole, the play was
very entertaining. The acting of Maxine
Trively and Grey Adams smacked of the
professional.
While looking around at intermission, 1
discovered that there were very few college
students there. Indeed, there were more students in the cast than in the audience. No
one prompted me to write this, but I believe
we are missing out when we fail to attend
functions like this which are at hand. They
can do us just as much good as a botany
book—perhaps more. While we are getting an education, we may as well make it
a well-rounded one.
Speaking of plays and the like, while I
was at the University of Tennessee last
Monday and Tuesday, I learned that their
student body has two dramatic clubs made
up entirely of students. These students put
on several productions each year. Although
this would not work at Clemson with all
men, in the near future when we have our
co-eds, I believe such an organization would
provide a lot of opportunity and entertainment for the Clemson student body.

High Schoolers Are On The
Loose Again As Bomb Explodes
THE juveniles are on the loose again. Some bright soul,
with the intellect of a ten year old, set off a firecracker
in one of the halls Tuesday night. This individual must
not have much sense for he surely didn't consider many angles of his "daring deed." The explosive left a very deminite
mark on the tile floor which may or may not be removed.
Enough people were disturbed by the noise to account for
at least ten hours of study time lost. And somebody could
have been hurt.
This theme seems to be a popular melody on the campus
these days, but this new campus did cost some money to
build. A lot of money. Maybe some people have no idea
of what money is, but it does help the world go around.
Anything that is done by anyone to damage any of the new
buildings is just money down the drain.
A stunt like that shows that somebody is either lacking
in the grey matter or is mad because Clemson put out the
money to build modern new facilities for him to live in and
enjoy. Maybe this person would like to be back in the old
barracks. If so, why doesn't he come forward and say so
instead of trying to blow up the new dorms? It would be a
pleasure to remove him from our midst. Remember, the
screws can be tightened and the shackles locked. It would
be a shame to lose the privileges we now have because of
any more of these hairbrained stunts by a child and a fool.

Parking Regulations Are To
Help, Not Hinder Students
THERE has been considerable said around Clemson about
the parking situation. The students say that it is bad, the
college officials say that it is good, and everyone tis generally
confused. One thing that the students have not taken into
•consideration is that all the parking regulations are being
made for the advantage of the student. Everyone thinks that
the regulations are made to hinder not help them.
Did anyone ever think of this? When a student parks his
car in one of the fire exits an insurance man may very likely see it parked there. He thinks that cars are allowed to
be parked there all the time and therefore he recommnds
that the insurance rate be raised because of the added fire
hazard. There is only one person who is going to absorb
that increase in the insurance rate. The student. His tuition is going to go up. That's bad.
When a person does park his car in the parking lot, he inwariably manages to put it right in the middle of the white
line. Or he parks it in an unmarked zone or in the middle
of a lane which does have a tendency to block'traffic. One
car was left sitting in the middle of a lane for two weeks
with a flat tire. This naturally didn't help the parking situation.
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TALK OF THE TOWN

WHY ALL SEMI?

The Troops Move On To Auburn, But
Paint Should Stay Home This Time

The other evening while wandering
through the Student Lounge, I struck up a
conversation with the gentleman who was
making arrangements to order recordings
for the new music room near the lounge.
This room is already probably the most
popular spot in the Student Center, save
the canteen.

By JOE McCOWN
the fate that will eventually befall the old,
DON'T PAINT THE TOWN
This Saturday the football team is going decrepit and slightly venerated main builddown into Alabama to play Auburn, and,* ing. The general Concensus of opinion is
from what campus rumor says, there to prop the clock tower up and let the rest
should be quite a few students who will go of the building fall of its own accord
down for the game. Last year, as many Frankly, I have no opinion as to what
remember,. Auburn students did us the hon- should happen to the Main, but if- the
old building is to be saved, why doesn't
or of visiting here, and in their'own crude
someone do something about the clock? The
manner, attempted to redecorate our camancient timepiece is finally beginning to
pus. They didn't please us too much, but
show signs of age, and is as erratic as a but
we kept our mouths shut and didn't protest
terflys flight. The campus activities are
their over-generosity with an unusually
timed by the somewhat uncertain move'
ugly color of paint. However, when a few
ment of its hands. Because the clock is so
of our students attempted the same trick.a
important to the campus, it should be in
few weeks ago at another school, we were
first class running conditien at. all times,
immediately branded, to mention one of
and there should never be -any failure or
the more printable names, "highschoolish,
noticeable loss of time by the clock.
and worse, we forked over a small wad of
dough, even though it wasn't asked for. THE REASON
This goes to prove that crime doesn't pay,
Last week the hot water failed to be hot.
'especially if the crime is committed by This lack of hot water caused widespread
and enthusiastic griping on the part of the
Clemson men.
troops when it cut into their weekly showNow I know that we owe our friends at
ers. "And, as usual, the Hull blame for the
Auburn a small debt, and it would probadry situation was placed in the laps of the
bly help many of us sleep better if it hapbuilding committee. For once the mutpened to be payed, but it seems as if every
tered curses fell upon the wrong heads, betime we pull something like that we step
cause the building committee was innocent.
in a mess and bring discredit to the school,
The reason for the lack of hot water was
which ain't good. So lets remember that
that several of the connections to the six
we are known as "Country Gentlemen"
main hot water tanks located in the dormiand act accordingly. A good name, whether
tories were put in backwards during the
it is owned by a person or a school, is
building of the dorms, and they had to be
something to be valued and kept, and a
corrected. This repair work necessitated
good name once lost, is almost impossible
the shutting off of the water for a short
to regain. So try to repress those urges
time. Personally, I believe that the buildto redecorate the Auburn campus when we
ing committee should be congratulated, and
go down there for the game.
not blamed, for the tremendous job that
WHAT TIME?
they have done in correcting the faults that
There has been a lot of discussion as to have shown up in the new dormitories.

A Word To The Wise
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"Giving thanks always for all things unto God and the Father in the name of our
Lord Jesus Christ."
Ephesians 5-20
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our blessings. There is too much of a tendency to pray only when we want, or need
something. We seem to forget to give
thanks for the good things we already have.
I want to suggest that each one of us take
time out some time during the holiday period and think seriously of all the good
things of life that we often take for granted.
Let's pray, a silent prayer of thanks unto
our Lord who has enriched us so much.
Thanksgiving, we should remember, is
not the only time out that we should take
to offer our thanks to God. It is simply
a period set aside especially for this purpose; just at Religious Emphasis Week is
set aside for emphasis on religion here at
school. Let's not stop our "thanksgiving"
after the holidays, but continue to be
thankful to God for all the many blessings
we receive daily.

The gentleman said he intended to order
no popular music and no classical. It was
all to be semi-popular and semi-classical—
things like musical comedies and albums by

Stan Kenton and Ray Anthony. These will
be great. I agree that ordering popular
music would be folly, for we can always
hear it in the canteen and it woold fade
away quickly, but I can't understand why
we shouldn't order classical music.
Everyone seems to have the idea that
classical music wouldn't be appreciated by
the students. I disagree. Children cannot
appreciate or understand classical, but college students can and do. Sometime ago
I bought "Rag Mop" by the Ames Brothers.
On the same day I bought Tschaikivsky's
1812 Overture. Rag Mop has long since
been put on the shelf, and has collected
quite a bit of dust. However, the record
by Tschaikivsky is still played often, and
enjoyed more each time.
Many people think they don't like classical music, but they really do. They unknowingly whistle it on their way to school.
How often has a beautiful melody run elusively through your mind? Chances are it's
from a famous opera.
OBSERVATION . . .
You can tell that the semester is more
than half over. The professors' jokes are
being laughed at harder. The crowd around
his desk at the end of the period is greater.
Every time the professor mentions a book,
the students vigorously jots it down, only
to throw away the slip of paper when he
leaves the room. Some students,' instead
of listening to the lecture, probe their minds
for askable questions with which they can
make an impression on the teacher. I fear
they often do.
I DON'T BELIEVE IT ...
They tell me that all a New York columnist or radio announcer has to do is mention
a product, and immediately he is swamped
with gifts from various companies.
I was just thinking: I surely do need a
new radio. I hear that R. C. A. Victor is
tops. It's so clear toned and mellow, and
what volume!
The nearest R. C. A. representative can
send the radio to me at 101 Church Street,
Clemson. Just kidding, of course.

-:- DISCO-PA-TION -:By Mack McDaniel
Anyone who attended the Clemson-Maryland game will remember the colorful halftime show.
The Clemson and the University
of Maryland bands, performing
with a large group of high school
bands of the surrounding area
participated in a spectacular show,
the combined bands played two
Sousa marches, Stars and Stripes
Forever and Semper Fidelis.
The Maryland band was terrific
and the Maryland student body
really backs the band. After the
game, many of the members of
the Clemson band were congratulated ' personally by Maryland
students for their fine performance. There is a feeling of true
sportsmanship throughout the
the school. This is something that
is lacking at Clemson. If every
Clemson student would make an
effort to be a good host to the
students of other schools that visit
our campus for games, it would
benefit the school greatly.
Robert Graettinger's This Modern World is a very interesting
composition, It is performed on
a Capitol disk by Stan Kenton
and his orchestra. The parts are
called, A Horn, Some Saxophones,
A Cello, A Thought, A Trumpet,
and An Orchestra. This crazy bit
was composed by the same "gen-

ius" who created City of Glass.
This composition has been given
another amusing name by a few
local humorists. Graittinger actually uses a slide rule as an aid in
composing the music.
If you have heard any of the
ESSEX label recordings, you will
agree with| Downbeat's comment:
"Some of the music on Essex records is 'vile'. Some of it is 'darm
commercial but putrid musically'.
And the company admits that it
is primarily concerned with selling records and catering to 'this
miserable taste the public reflects
today'."
All the above is the considered
opinion of Essex label's of Dave
Miller, who spent almost more
space, in a recent press release
in citing Essex records' deficiencies than in extolling the virtues
of Monty Kelly's new recording of
Shangri-la. Says Miller of the
Kelly disc: ". . . We are quite
proud of this recording."
The following appeared in a
New York newspaper: "Jack
Webb is afraid he may go stale
doing too much Dragnet. So he's
working on a show about a jazz
musician. He knows a lot about
jazz. He used to be a disc jockey."
Coleman Hawkins has a few
very profound comments to make:

"The state of the music business
now is just as bad as or even
worse than it's ever been. The
point, I think, is this; the musicians today are fine; the music if
great; but I don't think we have
a listening public. And the situation is sadder here than any
place in the world. Today they
don't listen. They might make
noise at one of the jazz concerts,
but they don't listen. So the
problem is the public, not the
music."
Also, from Coleman come these
choice words: "Every once in a
while, through the years, I've
been asked, 'What is jazz?' Well,
it's hard to put Into words. I'd
say its the rhythm— the feeling.
I think that out of the thousands
of musicians today, plenty are
mechanical rather than real jazz
musicians. But today the public
doesn't know the difference. But
it certainly used to."
I haven't been mentioning too
many of the popular tunes lately
since the Hit Parade does an excellent job without any help.
We're all getting anxious for some
new songs. Teach Me Tonight,
High and Mighty, Hold My Hand,
If I Give My Heart To You, I
Need You Now and Hey There
have really been run into the
ground.

Co//ege N-E-W-S
By Charles F. Elgin

Mr. Sdao Iguehi, Japanese ambassador to the U. S., paid a recent visit to The Citadel upon invitation of General Mark Clark.
While there he was shown
through many departments of the
college, including the mess hall
and bakery.
The Ambassador was especially
impressed by the drilling of the
cadets, and expressed surprise at
the ability of the fourth classmen,
who have been drilling only two
months.
On Nov. 19, The Citadel Cadets
will dance to the music of Russ
Morgan, who will play at the
Thanksgiving hop, A coal miner
before entering the realms of music, Russ now hag a very fine
band.
Bermuda shorts are in the news
again—this time from Winthrop
College. It seems the girls down
Winthrop way had a very strong
yen to wear Bermudas in the canteen, and proceeded to prepare a
bill to that effect, to be acted upon by the Senate. Upon reconsid-

eration, however, the bill Wl?
modified, and now reads: "Bermuda shorts may be worn in the
canteen on Monday through Friday from 9:00 p. m. to 10:00 p.
m." It was felt that Bermuda
shorts would not be appropriate
during the day when "men and
other guests" would be in the canteen.
An election was held recently
in the state of Georgia to decide
the fate of the public school system. The "Private School Amendment" if passed, would place
Georgia schools in private hands,
thereby forming
a
loophole
through which to avoid the Supreme Court's decision on segregation.
A poll was taken among student
and faculty members of Agnfs
Scott College, in order to bring
to light their opinion of this action. Judging from the article
in the Agnes Scott News, the majority seems to be definitely
against the bill. One person stated that the passing of the bill
would indicate the "blindness, ig-

norance and stupidity" of the
people of Georgia.
While the Supreme Court ruling will require considerable readjustment on the part of Southerners, it is my opinion that the
decision was definitely in order,
especially since the U. S. is regarded by other countries as being a great democratic nation providing equal rights for all,.
Homecoming festivities begin on
a rather unusual note at Franklin
College. A leaf rake starts the
big fall celebration. The event is

participated in by students and
faculty alike. The class having
the most representatives present
will have its name engraved on a

trophy.
PC freshmen had a haydey recently when "Bo-Rat Week" was
observed. During this week transfer students and veterans must
cater to the whims tfnd desires
of the freshmen. The Bo-Rats
were required to wear signs giving their names, hometown, where
transferred from and Beat Appalachian, Sir
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J. W. Parris Wins
4-H Contest Trip

22 New Members 12 New Members
Taken By SAME Token By ASCE

John W. Parris, from Campobello, a freshman majoring in
agronomy, has been announced as
one of the winners of a trip to
the 33rd National 4-H Congress.
The Congress will be held in Chicago November 28 to December 2.
Parris won the award for his
record of a project in bettering
community relations with the 4-H
club. He has been engaged in
the project for some years.
At the Congress, Parris will be
treated to a tour of Chicago and
visits to several points of interest
in the city.

j that the Troops don't do any- Amnose Easterly, Creighton, the
* thing exciting enough any more to sparkling little blonde, Griggs,
rate this column.
and Gilbert, Hope's Protege, Cox
—OSCAR SAYS—
ran the whole thing in the ground.
that he hears from the Major The next time you three step out
that the Senior Platoon lost the of line, he (Oscar) will pass the
frames '(?) in Asheville 8-3. The drums out all over school.^
—OSCAR SAYS—
' ars for the Platoon were Dave,
30 SENIORS
^hillip Morris, Foggy Filberrys
that to set the record straight,
(Continued from page 1)
"jrguson and Pete, The Pauper, John, Squee Gasque, is not Oscar.
"oward. The game was give and He (Squee) has not got the abil- ficer of the Pershing Rifles.
ike all the way, however the ity, sense, or courage to write this
Key, a textile manufacturing
other side out gained them con- column.
major of Columbia, is president
siderably.
—OSCAR SAYS—
of Alpha Phi Omega, and corres—OSCAR SAYS—
that it's a good thing that H and ponding secretary of Blue Key.
that after Mike T-Bone Ash- M Hill didn't get taken by the
Lander, a chemical engineering
|( more, alias the Red man and "eager-eight" as he (H & M) major of Spartanburg, is an honor
r>illy Berger AreharUgot through, bought a diamond this weekend. student, president of the Minor
New members of the Society of American Milithere wasn't anything left for Merry Christmas, Mary Louise.
nedy, Howard Murphree, Lindsey Matthews,
"C" Club and a member of the
tary Engineers are: (kneeling, left to right):
Ken Pace, Jimmy Brown, Sammy Moore, PresJohn, the medium man Templeton
varsity tennis and rifle teams.
—OSCAR SAYS—
Sammy Owens, John Gilreath, Joe Taylor, John
ton Stokes. Absent when the picture was made
to contribute but a dose of salts
Leutwyler, a chemical engineerthat Bob, Snow those Maids,
Snoddy, Samuel Boles, Ken Coleman, Peter
were David Rozendale, Robert Tanner, Gene
and a box of bromos.
ing
major
of
Savannah,
Ga.,
is
a
Newell. (Standing, left to right): Tillman
Tarleton Ame back from HartsWilkes, Tom Weber, and Harold McDaniel.
—OSCAR SAYS—
high
honor
student,
vice-president
Johnson, Lea Salter, Bill Geiger, Walton Kenville last weekend with a very
(TIGER photo by Bob Huey.)
that Bill, Knock Before Enter- sick heart. Has she hooked you of Tau Beta Pi and Alpha Chi
»ing, Turner has put a sign on your yet, Bob? Watch your step, lover. Sigma, member of the varsity
r'oor to that affect. What's wrong,
basketball and tennis teams, and
—OSCAR SAYS—
Crudd your old lady won't let you
winner of the Westinghouse
that the Senior Platoon really Scholarship.
study?
showed its school spirit when it
—OSCAR SAYS—
Martin, an agricultural engi(Continued from page 1)
could not even get enough people neering major of Lyman, is a cathat as usual the cheer-leaders, to go to Auburn.
det battalion commander and wing bands was Artie Shaw's Ranger they lend to the brasses. The
phony, and has played engagecommander of the Air Force Band (Navy Unit Band 501) eight performers on the herald
ments at the famous Palmer
ROTC.
which carried music into the bat- trumpets are each soloists of
House in that city. His scholasMattison, a textile chemistry tle areas of the South Pacific much distinction.
tic program has included the
major, is a high honor student, early in World War II.
Other
Frank Scimonelli will be the University of Kansas, the Amer- "
vice-president of Phi Psi and names" in the Navy Music Pro- soloist on the English post horn. ican Conservatory in Chicago,
AATCC, co-editor of the Blue Key gram were Sam Donahue, tenor He comes from Winsted, Connec- and study with Edward Vito,
directory, and a Distinguished sax star now leading the Billy ticut, where he was graduated Toscannini's harpist. His forMilitary Student.
May Band, who took "501" over from the Central and Gilbert eign study and travel has been
Allston Mitchell, a textile en- to the other side of the world for Schools. He later attended and in Europe and France, with the
gineering and
manufacturing a two-year tour of Europe in was graduated from the Ernest major portion of his time dedouble major of Greenville, is a 1943-44; Ray Anthony, leader of Williams School of Music in New voted to Paris and the Riviera.
high honor student, president of "the hottest band in the Pacific" York and the Catholic Sisters'
Mr. Swinson was soloist harpthe student body, a member of the
Dear Tom,
old barracks and the Main and varsity track team, winner of the in 1945; Claude Thornhill and his College of Catholic University in ist with the Navy Band during
All-Navy Show at Pearl Harbor; Washington, D. C. As- soloist for their last concert tour of the midYou know, it is nice to have Physics Building. But, our classes
Fiberglas Scholarship and former Ralph Marterie, Alvino Ray, Tex the Kismet Temple Band at the western United States, and resomeone here that will listen to are not only held there.
president of the freshman, sopho- Beneke, and many more.
-ll of our complaints and fussing
New York World's Fair in 1939, ceived high acclaim from au-'
Tom, I hope something good more, and junior classes.
without fighting back.
Officer-in-Charge of the Na- he gained perfection appeal.
diences and critics alike.
will come of this steam I have
'Richard Mitchell, an architec- val School of Music is Lieuten,• Tom, I know you have been in let off. Thanks for listening.
The horn trio featured by the
He later appeared with the
ture
student
of
Greenville,
is
vicethe new dormitories if you haven't
ant Commander John D. Mc- Goldman Band, the Hartford Navy Band is both harmonious
Sincerely,
president
of
the
student
chapter
Donald, USNR, a native of Pine
stayed in them some. You know
Bill Etheredge
of the American Institute of Ar- Bluff, Arkansas, and Nashville, Symphony Band and other bands and versatile.
as well as I do that they are real
First, there is Richard Harl,
chitects and secretary of the Min- Tennessee, who has had wide of distinction throughout New
pretty, convenient, and on a Dear Tom,
musician, aviator, builder of
England and New York.
arets.
The Christmas season is well
experience as band director and
whole, just nice. But, have you
In 1940 he became a member planes, carpenter, and enviably
Morris, a civil engineering ma- music educator at several colheard how noisy they are. One on the way, and just as soon as
of the United States Navy Band successful man. His background
can sit down and hear what the Thanksgiving Holidays are over, jor of Shelby, N. C, is cadet colo- leges and high schools in the and appeared as cornet soloist includes a five-year scholarship at
people in the adjoining rooms are the troops will begin looking for- nel, vice-president of the senior South and Mid-west. He is also with the Band at the Canadian the Chautauqua Summer School
saying as if there was nothing but ward to two long delightful weeks class, leader of the Senior Platoon, a member of the American National Exposition in Toronto, of Music in New York, a year in
a' sheet of paper between the of vacation again. We all await vice-president of the American Bandmaster's Association.
Canada.
the Longy Music School in Bosrooms. It is quite hard to sit with anticipation the coming of Society of Military Engineers and
At present, instrumentalists of
At the Governor's Day celebra- ton, two years at the Juilliard
a
Distinguished
Military
Student.
Christmas
and
the
joy
that
comes
down and try to read some literaall standard band categories are
Murphy, an agricultural engi- needed to augment the music tion in Lewiston, Maine, in August School in New York; he played
ture while on the left a couple of with it all. Some nineteen hunof 1949, he was featured guest so- first trumpet in the Harvard Symneering
major
of
Starr,
is
an
honboys are "shooting the bull" about dred and fifty five years ago, the
program throughout the Navy. loist and has many such honors phony, the Juilliard Symphony
some girls and those on the right Lord sent His Son into the world, or student, a very active worker The civilian musician has the op- since that time.
Orchestra, and the Altoona, Pennare trying to learn about loga- and the angels proclaimed to the in the Baptist Church and has a portunity of enlisting directly'inWhen Vivan Swinson's father sylvania, Civic Symphony, and
twenty
hour
a
week
job
in
addirithms. Even in a normal voice, shepherds "good tidings of great
to the Navy Music Program by packed him off to music camp at has made numerous broadcasts at
their words can be heard distinct- joy, which shall be to all people." tion to attending college.
auditioning while still in civilian
Smith, a dairy major of Spar- status, and determining their mu- the University of Kansas to study Chautauqua.
Lly. I'm sure they know that they Today when we think of ChristJames Mohs, second member
flute and piano, he went Hnder
[can be heard in the adjoining mas, we think of the birth of tanburg, is vice-president of the sical qualifications. All applica- protest. True to his bitter avowal of the trio, was born in CincinDairy
Club,
business
manager
of
|rooms. It looks like they would Christ, and the merriment and
tions are handled through local to be a music rebel, he daily es- nati, Ohio, and was awarded a
realize how annoying it is and joy of the holiday season. We all The Agrarian, and a member of Navy Recruiting Stations.
caped rehearsals by hiding in the scholarship at the renowned
■ould tone down on their voices experience to some extent the tha varsity track team.
Musical requirements stress harp room—and therein lay the College of Music in that city.
Turner, an architecture major
especially when discussing some same type joy as the'shepherds of
of Columbia, is president of the basic fundamentals and reason- beginning of a circuitous route He was the recipient of three
old experienced.
unimportant matter.
able sight-reading ability. Pre- leading him to his present posi- scholarships prior to leaving
All of us here at Clemson were student chapter of the American vious instruction in music har- tion as harpist with "The World's Western Hills High School in
Secondly, Tom, have you been
around the dormitories on the fortunate in getting the thrill out Institute of Architects, vice-presi- mony is not required for en- Finest" United States Navy Band. Cincinnati.
weekends, especially a dance of Christmas as kids when we lis- dent of the Minarets, a cadet com- trance and only in certain cases
Before entering the Navy
Third man in the group is John
weekend? If you haven't it tened to the "Night Before Christ- pany commander, and business are men required to study a secBand
in
mid-1951,
Mr.
Swinson
Beer,
holder of two degrees in
• seems that there is a group of mas" on Christmas Eve and open- manager of the Senior Platoon.
was featured on the Music De- music from the University of Iowa
Walpole, an agronomy major of ondary instrument while under
cats (alley cats) with two legs and ed our gifts on Christmas Day.
signed for Listening radio pro- and ex-member of the Tri-Cities
instruction at the Naval School
who stand upright that like to But how many children in this John's Island, is a high honor stu- of Music.
gram over the American Broad- Symphony in Davenport, Iowa. He
dent,
president
of
Kappa
Alpha
collect together either outside the world, and even here around
Particulars concerning the Navy casting Company networks. He played solo trumpet in the Proviso
dormitories or inside about 2:00 in Clemson, have never experienced Sigma, and chronicler of Alpha
Music Program may be obtained has also been harpist with the Township High School in Maythe morning and hold glee club the same type enjoyment we did Zeta.
Whitten, a textile manufactur- by writing to: Officer-in-Charge, Chicago Civic Symphony, the wood, Illinois, and in the Sym
practice. Usually, most of them at Christmas? How many chiling
major of Macon, Ga., is presi- U. S. Navy School of Music, U Chicago Businessmen's Sym- phony of Iowa Orchestra.
fcre pretty well tanked up on anti- dren have never heard of Santa
freeze and don't care if anyone Claus and never have gotten the dent of the Block "C" Club, sec- S. Naval Receiving Station, WashHickok Extra-Narrow, Pink & Blue SUEDE BELTS
is trying to get any sleep of not. thrill of opening Christmas pres- retary of Blue Key, a member of ington 25, D. C.
The herald trumpets will be
the varsity football team and a
I have yet to find a member of ents?
Jantzen SWEATERS—Genuine Shell Cordovan
used to start off each program
the audience that enjoys these
This year the Tiger Brotherhood cadet captain.
Willis, a vocational agricultural with a fanfare. These trumpets
concerts. It looks like if they is initiating a movement to colSHOES—Get Only The Best
must sing, they would go down lect used toys from members of education major of Clio, is na- give a splendor to the band perSee HOKE SLOAN
to the river where the frogs and the student body and local town tional student secretary of the formance through their charm
alligators can enjoy their own people. These toys will be put in Future Farmers of America, vice- and the incisive quality which
usable condition and will be dis- president of the Clemson Future
popular tunes.
One more complaint, Tom, and tributed through the Chamber of Farmers of America chapter and
I'll quit. With a half million dol- Commerce and the churches to the a group leader in the BSU.
Wyatt, an electrical engineering
lar Ceramics building, four and a children of this area who would
half million dollar dormitories, a otherwise get little enjoyment out major of Florence, is a high honor
student, senior advisor of Phi Eta
couple million dollar agriculture of the holiday season.
hall, and a future few million
Clemson students are asked to Sigma, pianist and leader of the
dollar Woman's College,* it seems bring back with them after the Jungaleers Orchestra, pianist for
like the college could afford some Thanksgiving holidays any such the Glee Club and a physics labokind of standard timing system toys as they have at home that ratory instructor.
between all of the class buildings. can be repaired, that might bring
One goes to one class and the pro- happiness to some child this
| tfessor goes by the college clock, Christmas. A representative of
another by the radio, another by the Tiger Brotherhood will collect
(The Country Gentlemen'! Theatre)
that particular building's time, these toys on Monday and TuesClemson, South Carolina
and another by his personal time. day after Thanksgiving. Local
If only five minutes variation, families here at Clemson who
Phone 6011
I that gives one between five and would like to contribute to this
fifteen minutes between classes. drive are asked to leave their toys FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
The five minutes would be suffi- at Hoke Sloan's by December 1.
Nov. 19-20
cient if one's next class was only
One sure way of getting the
| i hundred yards away?
"SABRINA"
true spirit of Christmas is by
Of course all of us usually have GIVING, just as God gave His Son
starring
one or two that close, but most Jesus to the world on that first
Humphrey Bogart, William
are a minimum of a quarter of a Christmas. The members of the
Holden and Audrey Hepburn
mile. A lot of us are getting too Tiger Brotherhood urge all stumany late marks against us and dents and townspeople to work
MONDAY, NOV. 22
as you know, some professors with them in this movement. Let's
count two or three lates as a cut make this celebration of Christ- Jan Sterling and Gary Merriel
. and that hurts when it wasn't mas the best ever!
in
Really your fault.
Sincerely yours,
"HUMAN
JUNGLE"
. The old bell over the Guard
Jess A. White
Plus Color Cartoon
loom was all right between the
President Tiger Brotherhood

Soloists To Highlight Both Concerts

Letters To
Tom Clemson

The Society of American Military Engineers has taken 22 new
members into the organization.
The new men are now undergoing
a week of informal initiation. A
formal initiation will be held at
6:30 on November 18 in the Gold
Room of the^Clemson House.
The new members are as follows: Howard Murphree, civil
engineering sophomore from Troy,
Alabama; Samuel J. Boles, mechanical engineering sophomore
from Lexington; David Rozendale,
civil engineering sophomore from
Lookout Mountain, Tennessee;
John Snoddy, ceramic engineering' sophomore from Dillon; Sammy Owens, civil engineering sophomore from Easley; and John Gilreath, architectural* engineering
sophomore of Greenville.
Also, Peter Newell, textile engineering junior from Brookline,
Massachusetts; Bill Geiger, architecture sophomore from Columbia;
Wilton Kennedy, mechanical engineering sophomore from Spartanburg; Joseph Taylor, textile
engineering sophomore from Arlington, Virginia; Ken Coleman,
mechanical
engineering junior
from Orlando, Florida; and S. R.
Moore, agricultural engineering
sophomore from Salzell.
Also, Lindsey Matthews, mechanical engineering sophomore
from Rock Hill; Preston Stokes,
civil engineering sophomore from
Charleston; Robert Tanner, mechanical engineering sophomore
from Kingstree; L. F. Pace, civil
engineering sophomore from Pickens; J. L. Brown, civil engineering
junior from North Augusta; E. Lee
Salter, civil engineering junior
from Walterboro; Gene Wilkes,
industrial education senior from
Clinton; Tom W. Weber, ceramic
engineering junior from Woodbridge, New Jersey; and O. H.
McDaniel, electrical engineering
junior from Orangeburg.

The American Society of Civil
Engineers initiated twelve new
members into the society last
week.
The new members are: Billy
Ashley, sophomore from Ware
Shoals; Jack Day, a junior from
North Charleston; Karl Kelley, a
sophomore from Central; Paul
Marcoux, a senior from Lake
Wales, Florida; Howard Murphree, a sophomore from Troy,
Alabama; and Frank Pace, a
sophomore from Pickens.
p
Also, John Parker, a junior
fror^ Savannah, 'Georgia; David
Rozendale, a sophomore from
Lookout Mountain, Tennessee; Irvin Snapp, a junior fprom Clemson; E. Leon Spearman, a junior
from Ninety Six; and Preston
Stokes, a sophomore from Charleston.
The 'iiext meeting of the ASCE
will be held after the Thanksgiving holidays.

B.S.U. Deputation
From Winthrop
Here On Week-end
. A B. S. U. deputation of ten
girls from Winthrop College will
arrive Saturday afternoon to stay
over the weekend. Supper will
be served at the church and a
party will follow.
Sunday the girls will present
the program for the opening assembly in Sunday School.

Alpha Chi Sigma
Meeting Held

Alpha Chi Sigma, chemistry
fraternity, held its regular meeting Tuesday night, November 15.
At the meeting, the business
and financial surveys for the semSTOWE TO
ester were presented.
(Continued from page H
Doug Smith, district counselor
the French Legion of I,.jnor for the fraternity, met with the
Medal, and the Missouri School organization for a discussion of
of Journalism Award.
fraternity affairs.
The college is sponsoring the
lecture, with details being handFANT'S CAMERA
led by a joint Student-Faculty
SHOP
Committee composed of Allston
Everything in Photography
Mitchell, Don Harrison, George
Bennett, R. A. Whitten, Mr.
Supplies
Metz, Mr. Lane, Mr. LaGrone, and
ANDERSON, S. C
Mr. Bolen.

ENGINEERING NOTICE
The Glenn L. Martin Company Representative
will visit the campus on December 7th to disucss
opportunities for graduating seniors of the
School of Engineering planning to graduate in
January or June.
Contact Dean Sam's Office For
Appointment And Further Details.

THE GLENN L. MARTIN CO.
Baltimore 3, Md.
Aircraft — Missiles — Electronic Systems
Designers and Manufacturers

NOW! A filter cigarette real smokers can enjoy!

CLEMSON THEATRE

We Beat Them Last Week,
, But Let's Get The Score
Right This Week,
TIGERS!

KLUTZ STEAK HOUSE
CLEMSON, S. C.

TUESDAY, NOV. 23
Peggy Castle, Donald Barry and
Jack Beutel

"JESSEWJAMESf
WOMEN"
In Technicolor
WEDNESDAY, NOV. 24

"PARIS PLAYBOYS"
starring
The Bowery Boys
Plus Latest News
THURSDAY, NOV. 25
Van Hejlin and Anne Bancroft
in

"THE RAID"
In Technicolor

Winston tastes good—
like a cigarette should!

J Winston brings flavor back to filter smoking
—full, rich, tobacco flavor! No wonder college
smokers are flocking to Winston—on campuses
across the country! Along with real flavor—
the kind you've been missing in filter smokes
—Winston brings you a finer filter. This exclu-

sive Winston filter is unique, different, truly
superior! It works so effectively, yet doesn't
"thin" the taste or flatten the flavor. Winstons
are king-size, too, for extra filtering action—
and easy-drawing for extra good taste. Try a
pack of Winstons!
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO., W1NSTON-SALEM. N. C.
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Clemson Faces Auburn Plainsmen On Saturday
Alabamans Have
Potent Outfit
Auburn's "Shug" Jordan found little time Monday to enjoy his comeback express 35-0 Saturday victory over Georgia
at Columbus.
Clemson's rugged defense occupied "Shug's" mind."
close one with Florida pushing
By Lewis Cromer
"All you have to do," he said, over the winning tally with only
"is to study the Maryland game of a few minutes left to play. Jor
APPROACHING THE STRETCH
last Saturday to realize we have dan's charges dropped a sur
another tough job on our hands. prising 14-21 reversal to Ken
They held Maryland to a little tucky. Bear Bryant's boys were
Football season is in "its stretch drive. Two more weeks
over 100 yards rushing and rank up for the tussle and defeated Auof play are all that's left with the exception of the post seaamong the national defense lead- burn though the later was rated
son bowl games. The 1954 football Tigers, have, however,
ers.
a solid favorite over the Wildcats.
Last year, at this stage, Auburn Georgia Tech bounced back the
seemed to come on in the past few weeks. It seemed to have
whipped Clemson 45-19, at Clem- next week to down the Jordanites
all started with the Wake Forest game. The Tigers were
son, but three gift touchdowns 14-7. Billy Teas put on a onebehind by fourteen points, when they studdenly struck
early in the game contributed man war against the Plainsmen
greatly to the Auburn cause, how- and Tech proceeded to send them
back for revenge and copped the contest 32-20. The next
ever. Then, too, Auburn was down to their third setback. This
Saturday the Bengals continued to show their fangs by
finishing with a bang while Clem- however brought Auburn to the
trouncing Furman 27-6. All of the time the Tigers were
son was ending a mediocre sea- bottom of the hill.
son. In any case, though, the
improving their rushing and total defense and looking
Now there was no place to go
Plainsmen certainly spoiled a except up. Auburn went up.
sharper and sharper on offense. Then came Maryland this
beautiful homecoming.
They trounced Florida State 33-0
past week-end.
The Auburn
triumph over and Tulane 27-0 on succeeding
Georgia was another team effort Saturdays. Then they upset a
with individual stars hard to pick. hitherto undefeated Miami eleven
The Tigers were not rated as having much of a chance
Bobby Freeman had a better day 14-13 with Freeman regaining
against the Terrible Terps of Tatum and Maryland ruled
passing than against Miami the much of his old form.
a solid favorite at gametime. Maryland and the football
previous week and the Tiger
Georgia brought a team to Copunting game reached its season's lumbus with visions of Sugar
world was surprised, however, to see the charges of Frank
peak. Otherwise, it was another Bowls dancing in their heads.
Howard shove last year's number one football team all over
show typical of the drive begun Their visions changed to spots
the lot. The Tigers rolled to a 325 yard total on offense.
in the Florida State tussle a before their eyes as the Plainsmen
month ago.
vanquished the Bulldogs 27-0, the
Maryland cashed in on two breaks to take the Tigers.
One bright spot among top first shutout of the year for Wally
Bielski's beautiful field goal also helped matters.
The
line reserves was Johnny Butts' boys. This is the Auburn
"breaks" were made by the Terps, however. Both scores Big Billy O'Dell was labeled "Clemson meat" long before Adams. Adams ran six times team that will face Clemson Sawere very much deserved. Clemson, nevertheless, showed he even started thinking about college or football.' Bill's for 32 yards in the Georgia tilt, urday.
his best day of the 1954 season.
Last season, Auburn ran two
the Terps that the Tiger still had teeth and on more than grandfather and father both attended Clemson and his dad
Auburn sustained no injuries complete self sustaining units, an
one occasion, Coach Tatum left the bench to s«e the action still holds the conference record for the pole vault event, in the Bulldog contest and will X and a Y platoon. They carried
go after its sixth victory against this over until this year and
closer.
which he captured in a Tiger uniform.
three losses in top physical con- switched back to one platoon ball
Although originally from Lib
dition.
in the Miami game. Coach JorWALLER ON THE LOOSE
erty, South Carolina, Mr. O'Dell that I had lost my speed. I thought
The Tigers from Auburn opened dan's strategy was to play two
to Newnan, Georgia when that I could carry the extra their season with a 45-0 thrash- teams during the warm part of the
The difference in the two teams was a gentleman from moved
Billy was young. There Bill grew weight. I'll never get over 195 ing of Chattanooga. They next season and then go back to single
Delaware. This gentleman played havoc with Tiger defen- up to take part in the sports ac- pounds again."
faced the potent Florida Gators platoon play when the weather
ses throughout the afternoon. He scored both Terp touch- tivities of Newnan High School.
Now that the season is al- who dropped the Plainsmen by a became cooler. This he has done
His main interests lay along foot- most over, the difference has 19-13 count. That game was a with a great deal of success.
downs in sensational fashion.
ball lines, but the versatile fellow shown. O'Dell will definitely
Coach Ralph Jordan last year
In the first period he took a pitchout from Tamburello also was an above the average be one of Clemson's top con- table, he is certainly not slow received the all SEC coaching
basketball and track athlete.
and sped down the right sideline, eluding no less than six During O'Dell's football career tenders for the ground gaining with his studies, as he currently award as his team faced Texas
In the Maryland game, possesses a 2.6 grade point ratio. Tech in the Gator Bowl and lost
tacklers, for a sixty yard touchdown dash. "This was the with Newnan, he backed up the laurels.
his star was at a zenith. He
He is the Tiger K unit fullback the conference championship by
line his junior year with Wingo was the leading ground gainer and from all indications one of the mere difference of one field
longest individual run made against Clemson all year.
a senior at the time. His for both teams and received the the greatest fullbacks since Fred goal to Alabama. Coach Jordan
To add insult to injury, in the dying seconds of the first Avery,
senior year, he had the same job baek of the week award. He Cone. No wonder many call him was named Superlative Coach of
half, he nabbed a Boxold screen pass and sped 44 yards for with Jim Pike, now up on the has rated high in ground gain- "Digby O'Dell, the Friendly Un- the Conference last week for his
Baby Bengal squad. This same ing in all the games this year. dertaker".
(Continued on page 6)
the second Maryland tally. The play was beautifully ex- year,
Bill's team went to the Class Coach Frank Howard expects
ecuted and completely fooled the Tiger defenses. Waller A finals to lose out in the final great things from Billy next
game.
weally wan us wagged in Maryland.
year and everyone is wishing
When O'Dell came to Clemson him success.
108 North Main Street
WHEN TIGER MEETS TIGER
in 1952, he was one of the fresh
On the social side of Billy's life,
"Complete Outfitters To Men, Young Men and Students*
men who were automatically it is well known that he is quite
This week, the Country Gentlemen play their last road placed on the varsity squad. Don popular with everyone. Though
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA
game of the season. They venture out to Auburn, Alabama, King was the other talented lad. Billy may be slow at the dinner
Billy O'Dell looked sharp at full
to face the Auburn Tigers. The game promises to be a back for the first couple of weeks
good one.
of practice but Jim Shirley' and
Gressette held the one and
Last year, the Auburns spoiled Clemson's Homecoming by Larry
two positions there. Bill was
trouncing the Tigs 54-19. This year the Plainsmen have shifted to wingback until both
their last year's quarterback Freeman back to pilot them. Shirley and Gressette became injured. Then he was again put at
The Plainsmen have a potent crew and last week took the fullback behind Red Whitten.
measure of a strong Georgia team 35-0. Auburn is one of Last year Big Billy was a hard
the Southeastern Conference's best teams and it will take hitting right halfback in the new
T formation. Here he fina great effort on the part of the Tigers from Clemson to split
ished a close third behind Don
win this tilt.
King and Red'Whitten in the total
ground gaining with a sizzling
The Tigers, after last week's Maryland contest, will be out 5.3
yards per carry.
to win against Auburn. It will mean the difference in a When the Spring practice ses
losing season and a winning one for the Tigs. Here's a sions rolled around, Bill was
Ten men between the ages of 26 and 40
prediction for a Clemson victory over the Plainsmen Sat- moved back to the old familiar
were featured in a recent national magazine
spot of fullback and rooted out all
urday.
opposition there. At the beginarticle which presented a portrait of the
ning of the 1954 season, Bill
ACC TALK
young
scientist in America today. These
weighed 205 lbs., which was ten
pounds more than his 5' 10" frame
particular men are a sample of the most
Maryland's victory over the Tigers greatly enhanced their could carry with the speed necesbrilliant young scientific minds in industry.
Orange Bowl chances. The victory also ousted the Tigers I sary for his position.
from Bowl contention. Duke is the other contender for O'Dell stated, "I didn't realize

O'Dell One Of Top Tigers;
Batters Line With Power

STONE BROTHERS

WiHO ARE

INDUSTRY'S

TOP

YOUNG

SCIENTISTS ?

post season laurels. The Devils, however, have a hard row
ahead of them, meeting North Carolina and South Carolina
in later contests. Duke must win both of these games to
get the nod, either one will be a hard proposition.
The Gamecocks were virtually eliminated when they lost
to North Carolina two weeks ago. Both the Gamecocks and
the Tar Heels will be out to stop the rampaging Blue Devils,
who this week squeezed by Wake Forest by a 28-20 margin.

The variety of opportunity in research
and other phases of telephone work has
always attracted an unusually high percentage of the nation's best young men.

HERE, THERE, AND EVERYWHERE

Consult your Placement Officer about
opportunities with Bell Laboratories . . .
also with the Bell Telephone Companies,
Western Electric and Sandia Corporation.
Your Placement Officer will be glad to
give you details.

King Dixon of Laurens High andt Rudy Hayes of Pickens
are in a virtual tie for scoring laurels in S. C. prep class A
ball. Both are running red hot this year.
Billy O'Dell played his best game against the Terps last'
week. He was the leading ground gainer on both teams
and repeatedly cracked huge holes in the Maryland defense.
Coach Howard was most impressed with the Tigers' performance in Washington. Howard said that "they looked
better than a Clemson team has looked in many years."

It's interesting to note that three of the
ten are with Bell Telephone Laboratories,
three with General Electric and one each
with four other companies.

Ne*&,'Silv«red.Tip"- writes
ma^ay you do>=gr. fine,
medium or brood rr.with-

THREE OF THE TEN ARE AT BELL TELEPHONE LAB0RAT0RIES-

out changing points. Refills available in blue, red,
green or black ink. Get a
Paper-Mate Pen rodayl

TIGER TAVERN
A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

• Ink can't smur
or transfer
• Can't leak

Silvered-Tip
refills... 49t

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House
HOURS:

Mathematician Claude Shannon won fame
for his Communication Theory

7 A. M. TIL MIDNIGHT

Physical Chemist William Baker introduced new con*
cepts that have improved synthetic rubber and fibers

Physicist Herring is known for his understanding
of the quantum mechanics of the solid state

Jolting Joe Pagliei is seen beta* piled up for no gain In the third
period of the Maryland encounter. This was one of the Clemson drives that fell short of the Terrapin goal. Tojn Mattos (*3)
and Don King (G6) can be seen on the play. (TIGER photo
courtesy of Ludlow Adams, photographer).

Chesterfield Again Gives Prize
For Game Predicttons This Week;
Names Of Contests Played Given *
Dale Collins, Chesterfield representative here at Ctemson,
announces the games to be predicted for this week in tha
Chesterfield pick-a-winner contest held each week. Th*
prize for the person picking the most numbers and the most
nearly correct scores will be given a carton of Chesterfield
cigarettes. Scores must accompany all entries. One Chesterfield wrapper must also accompany each entry. Bring
entries to room F»107 by 12:00 Saturday. Last week's win-,
ner was Jim Wallace.
Games to predict follow:
CLEMSON VS. AUB*JRN
SOUTH CAROLINA VS. DUKE
N. C. STATE VS. WEST VIRGINIA
FURMAN VS. WOFFORD
WAKE FOREST VS. WfLLIAM & MARY

m^i

(huHfRK
iAuthor of -Barefoot Bow With €fkintT **>£

DECEMBER AM) MAT: ACT II
Synopsis of Act I: A middle-aged English Professor named Phipps
has fallen desperately in love with a rosy-kneed coed nsmed~McFetridge. Phipps doesn't know how to go about courting Miss
McFetridge, for, after all, he is a professor in the autumn of his
life, and she is a coed with rosy knees. Professor Twonkey, who
shares an office with Phippe, proposes the following plan: Phipps
will ask Miss McPetridge to come to his office for a conference late
in the afternoon. He will be urbane and charming and make frightfully witty remarks about English lit, and Miss McFetridge will
laugh and laugh. After an hotfr of this high-type hilarity, Phipps
will look at his watch, exclaim at the lateness of the hour, and insist
on driving Miss McFetridge home. On the way home, he will pass a
theatre that shows French movies. They'll see the movie, then have
an exquisite French dinner, and Miss McFetridge will be so enchanted
that she cannot but yield to his suit
So at the beginning of Act II, we find Phipps in his office awaiting
the arrival of the poor young innocent His hair is brushed; his
nails are clean; he has new leather patches on his elbows. There is
a knock on the door. He opens it and admits a gorgeous creature with
blue eyes and pink kneecaps.
PHIPPS: Ah, Miss McFetridge. Come in, my dear. Won't yon si*
down? Cigarette?
Miss MCF: Ooh, Philip Morris! I think they're marvy, dont yout
PHIPPS : I do indeed.
Miss McF: Hey, prof, would you mind opening a fresh pack?
PHIPPS : But I just opened this one a little while ago. It's perfectly
fresh.
Miss McF: I know, prof, but I like to hear the snap when the
pack opens.
PHIPPS: Very well, my dear.
(He opens a fresh snap-open pack of Philip Morris. Miss
McFetridge claps her hands delightedly when she hears the
snap.)
MISS MCF : Hey, that fractures me! Man, I flip when I hear that
crazy snap! Do another one.
PHIPPS: All right
(He snaps' open another pack of Philip Morris)
MISS MCF : (Ecstatically) Isn't that the living, breathing Old? Do
two at once.
PHIPPS: Well, rf you insist...
(He does two at ones)
MISS MCF: More! More!
PHIPPS: I'm afraid that's all I have.
Miss MCF : Oh ... Well, what's up, prof? What did yon want to
see me about?
PHIPPS: Oh, nothing in particular. Just wanted to have a Bttia
chat, find out how you're enjoying the Shakespeare lecture*.
MISS MCF: I don't know, prof. By me Shakespeare is strictly a
square.
PHIPPS: Indeed? Well, I must say I find your attitude refreshing.
One is so inclined toward slavish admiration when it comes to the
Bard. People forget that in many quarters Shakespeare is regarded
quite critically. Take, for example, the opinion of Shaw.
MISS McF: Artie?
PHIPPS : George Bernard.. .You know, of course, his famous word*.
MISS McF: I sure don't, dad.
PHIPPS : Shaw said he would like to dig up Shakespeare and throw
stones at him.
MISS McF: Did he dig him?
PHIPPS: NO, I don't believe so.
Miss McF: I don't dig him either.
PHIPPS: (Looking at watch) Good heavens, I had no idea it was
so late. Come, my dear, I'll drive you home.
Miss MCF: NO, thanks. I always walk home. It's good for tha
circulation in your legs. I got the best circulation in my legs of tha
whole sophomore class. Ever notice how rosy my knees are?
PHIPPS : As a matter of fact, yes ... Look, you sure you don't want
a ride home? There s an excellent French movie on the way.
Miss McF: Not me, dad. I hate French pictures. The sub-titles
always disappear before I can read 'em. But if you want to go to the
movies, there's a new Tony Curtis picture downtown-a real srutbuster. Tony plays this beggar, see, but he's really a prince only ha
doesn t know it on account of his sneaky, uncle who switched babies
when Tony got born. Then Tony finds this magic lamp, see, and ha
gets into the palace where he meets this crazy girl, only she's
engaged to the fake prince, but then they have this mad sword fight
and Tony licks about a million guys, and then he finds out he's the
prince and its real crazy. Wanna go? I've only seen it three or
four times.
PHIPPS: AS a matter of fact, I just remembered a previous engagement. Sorry.
MISS McF: That's all right. Thanks for the Philip Morris. 'Bya,
(Exit Miss McFetridge. For a moment Phipps sits in stunned
silence, mopping his brow. Then a smile appears on his face.
He is a happy man again—out of love. Contentedly he lights
up a Philip Morris.)
©Mmi Stmtam, 1M

WILL BE OPEN LATE FOR ALL DANCES!

*£&!

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

This column is brought to you by the makers of PHILIP MORRIS
who think you would enjoy their cigarette.
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Tiger Freshmen End Season With Victory Over Duke
Crocker, Few Ace Victory
Against Bine Imps; 12-6

Football Previews
And Predictions
By Tiger Experts

The Clemson freshmen ended their season on a sweet note
Saturday, as they downed the Duke Blue Imps to the tune
of 12-6. The defeat was the first for the boys from Durham.
Clemson's Tiger Cubs, paced by
quarterback Gene Crocker, came
back in the second half to overcome a one touchdown deficit
and defeat Duke's Blue Imps 12-0.
The Little Blue Devils' only T.
D. was made early in the second
quarter when a Tiger punt was
blocked on the Clemson 36 yard
line, putting the frosh Demons in
scoring position, four short gains
and a long pass from quarterback
Bob Broadhead to end Steve
Crihfield who was wide open in
the Tiger end acme. The try for
for the extra point was no good
and the half ended with Duke
ahead 6-0..
An inspired Clemson team
roared back after the half and
tied up the game 6 all with a
20 yard pass from Crocker to
end Don Hendrix who made a
spectacular diving catch in the
Duke end xone. The P.A.T. was
no good.
Turn about was fair play when
Tiger end Whitey Jordan rushed
in to block a Blue Devil punt on

the Duke 35, thus setting up the
final tally of the game and the
winning score for Clemson.
Two running plays brought
the ball down to the Imp's 22.
Next Crocker hit Few with a
pass which ended on the Duke
7. Another pass to Few brought
the ball to the three where
Crocker kept the ball and went
over for the winning T.D. The
conversion was again missed
but the final score remain** at
12-6 with the Tiger Cubs the
winners.
Tackle Jack Bush, from Atlanta, with guard John Grdijan and
tackle Johnny Thomason shone
defensively and offensively in the
Clemson forward wall.
It was the last game o' the season for the Baby Tigers and the
win brought their season's record
to two victories against three defeats. They beat Wake Forest and
Duke, while losing to Georgia
Tech, N. C. State, and Carolina.

THE NEWMAN FLASH

Avery Bolsters Center
Of Country Gentlemen
"I'd as soon try to move the-rock of Gibraltar as Wingo
Avery." That statement about sums up- the feelings of
Clemson opponents this season who were faced with this
Herculean chore. For Clemson foes have truly found a formidable opponent for the past two campaigns in "Big WinThe giant pivotman has wrestled the starting center post away
from two of the best centers in
the state, Bill McLellan and
Hampton Hunter. Perhaps his
great success is due in part to his
aggressive fighting spirit. "When
he hits 'em, theyv don't get up
easily," is a teammate's opinion of
Wingo's play.
Wingo is equally as outstanding on defense and offense. He has few peers as a
linebacker and has a habit of
diagnosing enemy plays before
they materialize. Last year, for
example in the Maryland game,
Wingo was in on 90 % of the
tackles and played almost the
entire contest. This "iron man"
trait of Avery's has aided him
greatly in his defensive game.
On offense, Avery is one of
the best pivotmen in the game. He
can always be depended on to
push for those extra couple
of yards when they are needed.
Avery, Kane and DeSimone have
been one of the reasons why
Clemson has gained consistently
down the middle throughout the
season,
Big Wingo comes to the Tigers
from Newnan, Georgia. His prep
career consisted of his playing for
the Newnan High School eleven
for three years. One of his teammates from high school days, Bill
O'Dell, also graces a Country
Gentleman uniform..
Under the tutelage of Coach

Harold Pearce, Wingo and his
teammates turned in three most
successful seasons playing high
school ball at Newnan High
School. Avery was named to the
mythical all State eleven hi* senior year.
s
His talents were not confined
to the football field, however. At
Newnan. High School Wingo performed equally as well on the
hardwood, on the diamond and on
the tennis court. He was a four
letter winner and a keen competitor in all three sports.
Wingo had many offers to
play collegiate football and for
a time was in doubt as to what
school he would attend. Finally, at the insistence of Coach
Fesrce, he decided to enter
Clemson College and to pursue
his football interests there.
Avery has not been sorry tor
his decision. He likes the
school and thinks a lot of the
coaching staff here.
The 200 pound junior is one of
the largest men on the K unit, but
also one of the fastest. His greatest asset, however, is his great
fighting spirit. Wingo stands six
feet tall even.
Clemson men for many years
will remember Wingo Avery as
not only a great football player,
but also as a great guy treated
with highest regard by his
coaches, teammates, and fellow
students alike.

And there he goes!! Ronnie Waller (30) Terp
halfback, is shown at the beginning of his 60
yard dash to paydirt against the Tigers in the
first period of Saturday's game. This run was

one of two by Waller which led to the ultimate
downfall of the Clemsons. (TIGER photo
courtesy of Ludlow Adams).

Waller Leads Terrapins To Victory As
Sputtering Tigers Fall To Maryland
By LEWIS CROMER
sessed five for offsides, a King
Mighty Maryland downed the Country Gentlemen from toss
was almost intercepted.
Blue Ridge in a contest much closer than the score would
King hoisted to Coleman for
four. Bussey returned to the fray
lead one to believe this Saturday.

and threw two incomplete tosses.
The Tigers put the Terps to
shame in the rushing and total hurled to Pagliei, who took In Maryland took over at the Tig 44
offense departments and for the the oval at the 37 and fought with 25 seconds left in the half.
Waller electrified the crowd
first time this year, the Tigers his way to the Terp 12 where
with
a sensational swivel-hipleashed a potent attack featuring the fleet Joe Horning finally
ped running exhibition. He
the vicious running of Billy O'Dell overtook him. This was one of
took a screen pass from Boxold
and Jim Coleman and the calm, the game's flashiest plays. The
and church was out for the
cool, and collected field general- Clemsons were knocking at the
Purple
and Orange and he pickship of quarterbacks Charlie Bus- golden gates and an upset was
ed his way 44 yards to the tune
sey and Don King. Collected, that In the making.
of the halftime whistle. Bielis, between ten yard stripes.
All was for naught, however. skl's placement was perfect and
For though the Tigers threaten- Pagliei was overhauled on an the Marylanders sported a 13-0
ed seriously on five separate oc- end sweep for a loss of six. Three halftime advantage.
casions, not once did they dent King passes fell incomplete and
The second half began with a
the double stripes. Always some the Terps took over on their own bang as Horning took Tice's kickinopportune fumble, pass inter- 18. The Tigers had fizzled away off and almost broke away. He
ception, or fourth down failure a golden opportunity.
dashed 51 yards down the middle
kept Howard's boys from the land
Now it was Maryland's turn to to the Tiger 34. The Tigers were
of milk and honey.
roll. Horning took a pitchout and not to be scored on this time,
The second great factor in the was almost away at the 27. King however. Four plays netted a 9
Tiger defeat was a gentleman halted him. Waller and Horn- yards and the Tigers took over.
named Ronnie Waller. Waller ing fought to the forty where the
The Terps, in turn, punted to
Again the revived Clemsons
scored both Terrapin tallies, one Tigers had apparently dug in.
struck back. O'Dell went 13 to Pagliei who came back to the
on a sixty yard ramble through
Like a bolt from the blue it the 27. Billy and "Pag' fought to Tiger 35. King threw another ill
the Country Gentlemen in the happened. Off the right side of the 39 in two plays. Wells wob- fated toss and the wobbly oval
first quarter, and again in the the Tiger line came Ronnie Wal- bled five on a pitchout and Pag- was grabbed by Horning at midsecond quarter on a screen pass ler. He saw daylight for only liei lacked inches for a first down. field. Wells overtook him at the
an instant, but that was enough. Bouncing Billy blasted all the way Tiger 29.
play.
Waller alone played havoc with He outran the galloping Cole- to the Maryland 40 for a first
The Bengals got a break when
the Tigers' rushing defense. Last man for the first Maryland score down. Passes again failed the Dare fumbled a pitchout and
week, the Bengals were the na- of the day. The play covered Tigers and Pagliei punted to end O'Dell hopped on the oval like a
tion's number one team on rush- sixty yards and was the long- the petering drive.
(Continued on page 6)
ing defense and they didn't fare est run through the Tigers this
season.
Albrecht's
placement
too badly with Maryland. The
Terps garnered a meager eighty was wide but the Terps led 6-0.
Laraway fell down at the twenyards with the exception of Walty "with the kickoff. Bussey's
ler's sixty yard dash.
The two dashes by Waller boys came in to start the second
and a 37 yard fieldgoal by quarter. They immediately began
Maryland's Dick Bielski consti- to role.
tuted all of the scoring in the
George made five the hard way,
contest. The Tigers rolled up Ankuta struck for four down the
a total of 267 yards rushing middle. On a surprise play Jim
against the Terps but lacked the Coleman sneaked through a hole
impetus to go all the way. The at the right side and broke into
game, however, was a lot closer the clear. He was hauled down
than the score and the boys from behind at the 45. He lost
from Maryland knew that "they possession of the ball and Nusz
had been In one" when the whis- recovered for the Terps. Another
tle blew at the end of the con- scoring drive had bitten the dust.
Boxold, now at quarter for the
test.
The Tigers won one thing Sat- Terps, made three on the option,
Clemson, S. C.
urday, the toss. Clemson won and two plays later, the Terps
and chose to receive. Pagliei took were at the Tiger 48. Dare rompthe boot and after a slight hesita- ed to the Bengal 34 and Selep
tion, wormed his way out to the raced to the 20 before he was
17. The Tigers immediately be- stopped. The Tigers were forced
gan to move. O'Dell hammered to dig in once more. Boxold netfor fqur, Wells carried for five ted four in two tries and the
and "Bouncing Billy" romped to Tigers were alert to his last two
the 29 for the initial first down. tosses to take possession at the 14.
Pagliei and O'Dell smashed
The Country Gentlemen, with
straight up the middle for another Wells doing most of the lugging,
at the 39. Dashing Don rambled carried to the 39 in five plays.
and- scrambled his way to the King crossed up the MarylandMaryland 47 on the old keep play. ers by throwing a third down toss
The drive stalled here and Pagliei to Laraway at the Maryland 34,
Once again the Tigers were growlhad to boot.
Horning was smeared by Joel ing.
Wells at the 13 on the return.
O'Dell slammed down to the
Tamburello came in to run the 25. King slipped to the nineTerps. Holler and Albrecht ham- teen with four minutes left In
mered at a Maryland first down the half. The Clemson stands
shouted, "Go, Tigers, go." The
at the 28.
Laraway dropped Horning for Tigers were going no place.
a loss of five. The Tigers dug in King flipped, Pelligrini interand Tamburello booted to Pagliei, cepted, and another Tiger drive
who made a fair catch at the 36. went to pot.
Wells and Pagliei moved to the 45
King batted a Boxold toss to
and O'Dell again burst through earth. Boxold lost possession for
the middle to midfield. Tatum an eight yard deficit and Waller
booted to King who returned to
sent in a new line.
King faked beautifully and the Tiger 38. Maryland was as-

GREENVILLE,

— SOUTH CAROLINA

Action can be seen in the above photo at the Field House. The
charges of Coach McFadden have put in many hours of hard
work in preparation for their opening basketball game on December 1 against F. C. (TIGER photo courtesy Bob Huey, staff
photographer.)

What have VICEROYS got
that other
filter tip cigarettes
haven't got ?

Short Orders .... Sandwiches
Coffee

Soft Drinks

Open 11 A. M. to 12 P.M.

DANS

THE ANSWER IS

20,000 FILTERS
IN EVERY VICEROY TIP
Inside every Viceroy tip is a vast network
of 20,000 individual filters to filter your
smoke over and over again. You get only
the full, rich taste of Viceroy's choice tobaccos . . . and Viceroys draw so freely.
Yes, you get Viceroy's remarkable new
tip . . . with 20,000 individual filters ...
plus king-size length for only a penny or
two more than cigarettes without filters.

WORLD'S LARGEST-SELLING
FILTER TIP CIGARETTE

ANDERSONS FINEST
Hart Schaffner & Marx .. . Embassy Row ,.. Van
Heusen Shirts . . . Freeman Shoes Stetson and Lee Hats

Main At Earle

CA 5-9691

New
King-Size
FilterTip

Anderson, S. C.
Ovvrit

J. E. SIRR1NE CO., INC.
—ENGINEERS-

By Ferrell Prosser
Once again the Tiger Experts
have reached abo've the .500 mark.
This is the fourth straight week
this average was made. After
seven weeks of predictions the
overall overage is now .573. With
good luck this week the experts
hope to bring the average up a
great deal.
With the loss to the Maryland
Terrapins last Saturday the
Tigers will be on the rebound
to take Auburn this Saturday.
The experts wish the Tigers
luck and predict that they will
beat Auburn by a score of 20 to
14.
The Gamecocks of South Carolina clash with Duke away from
home this week. After whipping
Virginia last Saturday the Gamecocks will really be on fire to
whip Duke. Duke should take
Carolina and win by a score of
28 to 19.
Virginia clashes head on this
week with North Carolina. Since
Virginia lost to South Carolina
last week they will be on the
war path to redeem themselves.
The experts go out on a limb
and pick North Carolina to win
by a score of 14 to 7.
On home ground William and
Mary will challenge Wake Forest
to a fight to the finish. Wake Forest will be ready to roll this Saturday and defeat William and
Mary. The undisputed score will
be 21 to 6 in Wake Forest's favor.
Undefeated U. C. L. A. plays
Southern California this Saturday
in a game that should prove to be
real interesting. After a week of
rest U. C. L. A. should be in top
shape. Southern California will
be the under-dog by a score of
27 to 13.
A few other games of the week
will be:
So. Methodist over Baylor
L. S. U. over Arkansas
Miami over Alabama
Minnesota over Wisconsin
Oklahoma over Nebraska
Purdue over Indiana

LARRY'S
Across From Bumming Line
TIGERS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME!

HALES

WE SPECIALIZE IN SANDWICHES

Registered Jewelers • • American Gem Society

North Main at Calhoun

"Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants Since 1856"
GREENVILLE
SOUTH CAROLINA

ANDE SON, S. C.

$1.20

They're the greatest thing in comfort
since the figleaf. And, Arrow underwear
is easier to find than fig leaves, too. Your
Arrow dealer has Arrow underwear which
gives you solid comfort, real unbounded
ease in any position. Until you've worn
Arrow underwear you've never known
vhat comfort really it.
Araa

%\M

ARROW VNDERWEAR
SHIRTS • TIES • HANDKERCHIEFS • CASUAL WEAR
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Tiger Brotherhood
Plans Christmas
Toy Collection

Thanksgiving Services Will Be Held
November 23 In College Chapel
The annual Thanksgiving service sponsored by the Student
Protestant groups, will be held
at 6:00 a. m., November 23, in
the College Chapel.
The committee which has been
working on this program is composed of Gernie Stuck, Lutheran;
Chandler Bryan, Methodist, Bill
Key, Presbyterian; George Buck
and Wayne Davis, Baptist;
Frampton Harper, Episcopal; and
Tom Bookhart, Y. M. C. A.
The program is as follows:
6:00—Prelude

6:03—Call to Worship, Gernie
Stuck
6:05—Invocation, Frampton Harper
Welcome—Walker Duvall
6:06—Hymn, "We Gather Together."
,
6:10—Responsive
Reading,
Chandler Bryan
6:15—Cadet Prayer, Tom Bookhart
6:16—Special Music
6:21—Scripture, Bill Key
6:25—Thanksgiving Thoughts,
Wayne Davis

The Tiger Brotherhood is initiating a new Christmas project
this year. Plans are being made
to collect used toys from students
and townspeople after Thanksgiving.
These toys will be put in usable
condition by members of the
Brotherhood and will be distributed through the Chamber of
Commerce and the churches of
Clemson to -children in this area
who would not otherwise enjoy
the Christmas season.
Students are urged to bring •
back old toys from home when
they go home for the Thanksgiving holidays. Toys will be
collected the Monday and Tuesday after the holidays. Townspeople may aid the movement by
leaving toys at Hoke Sloan's by
December 1.

6:30—Hymn, "Come Ye Thankful People, Come"
Benediction, George Buck.
The purpose of this service is
to give thanks and to serve as a
project of the distinctive Protestant Church groups consciously
working together. The offering
taken will pay for the programs,
the balance goes to the World
Student Service Fund — sent
through the YMCA.
All students are cordially invited to attend this service.

O'NEIL FORD

Scot! Jackson Is
Prominent Architect Named To Play In
Will Lecture Here North-South Game
O'Neil Ford, prominent Texas architect, will lecture on
creative engineering and architecture in the Chemistry Auditorium at 7:30 p. m., Monday, November 22.
A much-sought-after speaker and
a natural teacher, O'Neil Ford has
lectured at many of the major architectural schools in the country.
He is coming to Clemson under
the sponsorship of the Student
Chapter of the American Institute of Architects. The completion of two large lift slab jobs at
Clemson has intensified the students' interest in his work.
When Trinity College in San
Antonio, Texas moved "bagr and
baggage" to its new site on the
outskirts of the city, O'Neil
Ford was commissioned to design the entire campus. Somewhat dismayed by the proposed
master plan, he persuaded the
college officials to let him try a
completely new approach. It
was decided to utilize the
Youtz- Slick lift slab construction system, which he helped
develop under the auspices of
the Southwest Research Institute in 1948.
"Why buld a wood building
first to build a concrete building
on," Ford was quoted as saying.
"For architects that cherish the
idea that a building should be as
uncomplicated, logical and per se
beautiful expression of the nature
of the material from which it is
built, the system offers real emancipation."
By the time his first slab building was completed,* Ford's genius
was being recognized. A strong
advocator of creative engineering,
O'Neil Ford is now heralded as
one of the outstanding, young architects of today. The sandy-haired Texan was born, raised and
schooled in the big state. He
studied at North Texas State
Teacher's College.
He completed his degree requirements in 1925 at North
Texas State College with a major
in Engiish and physics. He became interested in architecture
during this time and did extensive
reading and research in art and
architecture. During this same
period he eagerly pursued correspondence courses in architecture and worked as a carpenter,
painter, and handy-man for the
college.
He went to work in Dallas,
Texas, in 1926, for David Williams, architect, who cared less
about Ford's production as a
draftsman than he did for his
study in the library of the firm.
Together they did extensive research and lecturing on the
indigenous pioneer architecture
of Texas and Louisiana.
Ford began private practice in
1930 despite the depression. He
worked for the government in
Washington, Texas, and Georgia.
During the war he trained with
the Air Force and instructed in
the Army Flying School.
In 1948 he started a research assignment with Youtz-Slick. In
1949 increased interest arid research activity on the lift-slab
method culminated in the design
of the Trinity University classrooms and administration buildings using this method.
Ford lectured abroad in 1951. He
lectured at Edinburgh University,
Royal West of England School of
Architecture and the University
of the City of Birmingham. In
1952 he was a visiting professor
of architecture at Harvard- University He has lectured at the
University of California, Tulane,
and Georgia Tech. , He has been
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invited to participate as a speaker at two national conventions of
the American Institute of Architecture.
Ford runs a unique typo office on a sprawling ranch. His
Saturday morning lectures and
seminars to his office staff are
well known throughout the profession. In typical Texan style
he flies from job to job in his
own plane.
Invitations are being sent to all
architects in the state. Students,
faculty, and the general public
are also invited and urged to attend Mr. Ford's lecture. Ford will
be on the campus all day Tuesday
and will tour the two lift-slab jobs
here. He wll be entertained by
the students in the dining hall
during the noon meal.

6 Clemson Men
Attend Southern
Historical Meet
Six members of the social
sciences department attended the
annual convention of the Southern Historical Association held in
Columbia November 11 to 13.
They were C. L. Epting, C. W.
Bolen, E. M.. Lander, Jr., J. K.
Williams, C. H. Carpenter, and
W. E. Webb.
Dr. Williams, as a member of
the program committee, arranged
a session on "Representative
South Carolina Leaders, 18401880," at which time papers were
read about the careers of Wlliam
P. Jacobs, William H. Trescott,
and Robert W. Barnwell.
Dr. Lander served as a member
of the local arrangements committee. The current issue of the
Historical Association's JOURNAL OF SOUTHERN HISTORY
contains an article by Dr. Lander
entitled "The Iron Industry in
Ante-Bellum South Carolina.
The Southern Historical Association has almost 1600 members,
scattered over 47 states and several foreign countries. Approximately 500 attended the convention in Columbia.

Alpha Psi Omega
Meets Monday
Alpha Psi Omega, Clemson's
dramatic
fraternity, held its
weekly meeting Monday night,
November 15, in the apartment
of Joseph Young.
President Bill Muzzey opened the meeting and Secretary
Munsford Fuller read the minutes. New pledges were introduced into the chapter and initiation dates were set. The
matter of TAPS pictures was
discussed. Also it was brought
to the attention of the club that
somewhere in the near future a
clubroom would be available
for its activities.
After the business session entertainment was furnished by a
record selection by "Tennessee
Williams" and refreshments were
served.

Scott Jackson, Tiger captain
and end, has been chosen to play
in the Blue-Gray tilt to be held
at Montgomery, Alabama. Jackson joins his teammate, Clyde
White, who had previously been
chosen.
Both men are seniors on the Tiger varsity and both were picked
for their outstanding ability at the
game. The Senior Bowl is held
each year at Montgomery. Last
year, Nathan Gressette represented the Country Gentlemen in the
Senior Classic.
Jackson announced last week
that he would make the trip and
was looking forward to a fine
game and a pleasant association
with the other senior standouts
from across the land who will
participate in this year's contest.
Buck George, Tiger halfback, also received an invite to the Senior
Bowl but has not yet decided upon going or not.

WALLER LEADS
./Continued from page 51
duck on a junebug at the 39. First
down Tigers. The "vanishing
American" pulled his disappearing act to the Maryland 40, where
the Tigers again went to the air.
A third down play saw Bussey
pull the bootleg and dance down
to the 31. Ankuta slammed for
the first down as the quarter came
to a close.
George slammed for five more
and Ankuta made it first and
ten at the 18. Coleman, made
only one, George failed to gain,
Bussey made three on a pitchout, and Ankuta lacked two for
the first down on the fourth attempt. Again it was no go for
the Tigs.
The Marylanders lost three
yards in the three tries and the
Clemson K unit returned to the
fray. The Tigers took possession
at the Te'rp 49. Pagliei slipped at
the 44 and O'Dell punched for the
first down. Four downs again
lacked a foot and the Tigers just
didn't seem to be able to go all
the way.
Boxold booted from his 37. His
kick seared 73 yards over King's
head. Don grabbed at the seven
arid returned to the 16. Three
plays gained nothing. Pagliei
booted with four minutes of play
remaining. Dare returned to the
Clemson 33.
Maryland passes came to
naught and on fourth down
Bielski was called on to attempt
a field goal from 37 yards out.
Everyone knew that the kick
was impossible except Bielski as
he calmly stepped back and split
the uprights to give Maryland
an insurmountable 16-0 lead.
King returned the kickoff to the
15. A clipping penalty set them
back to the 1. They moved to the
17 and Coleman punted to Vereb
who returned to the Clemson 41
with 20 seconds left. Coleman intercepted a pass and tripped at
the 27. Bussey ran to the 35 as
the game ended—Maryland 16,
Clemson 0.

Student Assembly Holds Its
Second Meeting Of The Year
The Student Assembly held its
second meeting of the year Wednesday, November 10, in the
Chemistry Building. The meeting
was held one day earlier than
originally scheduled to make attendance more convenient for delegates.
The meeting was called to
order at 8:38, by Don Harrison,
the speaker pro tempore. The
first item on the agenda was a
discussion of the voting held at
the last meeting. It was explained by Benny Wiggins that
some errors in parliamentary
procedure had been made and
that voting should not have
been deadlocked by repeated
balloting as it was. After some
discussion in the assembly, it
was moved and seconded that a
new vote for speaker of the assembly be taken. This was
done accordingly, the two candidates for the office being the
previous nominees Chandler
Bryan and John David Patrick,
and Patrick was elected. Patrick is a senior from Clemson.
Following the election of a
speaker, nominations were opened
for the office of secretary of the
Student Assembly. Nominated
were Bill Key, Joe Taylor, Niles
Clark, Charles Sanders, and Newt
Stall. All but Clark and Stall
withdrew or were ineligible for
the position, and the Voting was
between these two men. Niles
Clark, a senior from Waterloo,
was elected.
Business to be translated by
the assembly was brought forward after the elections. The
idea of a point system to insure
even distribution of club offices
and membership was again
brought up, and a motion was
made for the chairman to appoint a committee to study the

ALABAMANS
(Continued from page 4)
team's play against Georgia.
Back in the Auburn fold this
year are two of last year's all
SEC eleven, End Jim Pyburn
and Tackle Frank D'agestine.
Pyburn currently leads the conference in pass receiving, having snagged 24 this year for a
total of 393 yards.
Joe Childress, Tiger halfback,
is second in the conference in the
rushing department. Childress has
671 yards to his credit in 113
carries for an average of 5.9 yards
per carry.
The coordinator of the Plainsmen is quarterback Bobby Freeman who is third in the conference in total offense. He has
passed for 724 yards thus far this
year and has better than .500
completions. He runs the team
well and was chosen third string
SEC all conference last year. He
hopes to improve his status this
season.
The game will be Auburn's
homecoming event and some 27,000 are expected to attend the
game at Auburn.

S.C.A.S.G. To.
Hold Convention
Here Friday
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Dr. Washington, Dean
School Of Education
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em Association of Colleges and'
Secondary Schools; National Eduproblem.
cation Association; American AsBill Hood, vice-president of the
sociation of School AdministraJunior Class, presented a reso
tors; South Carolina Education
lution concerning extension of
DEAN WASHINGTON
Association; American Vocational
the long weekend privileges to
Association; Society for Advancestudents with Saturday classes. PERSONALITIES
ment of Education; Alpha Tau AlThe resolution was unanimously
pha; Iota Lambda Sigma; Phi Delpassed by the assembly and sent
ta Kappa; and Kappa Phi Kappa;
to Dr. Poole for his consideration.
he is also the co-arthor of "PubThe question of changes to the
lic Schools Survey of Oconee
Senior Council Resolutions was
County", and has contributed ardiscussed, and the rewording of
ticles to many educational jourone paragraph was moved and
nals.
By Ralph Heller and Tom Washington
approved. Following this piece
Under his direction, the School
of business the meeting was adOne of the best known active educators in the Piedmont of Education has sponsored night '
journed.
area and even in the entire state is Dean William H. Wash schools in textile communities,
established directive agricultural
ington, Dean of the School of Education here at Clemson.
teaching in twelve different
Dean Washington was born in
schools in various parts of the
Laurens County at the turn of in Agricultural Education.
state, in conjunction with the S.
the century in the Mount Olive
Upon graduating from Clemson, C. State Department of Education.
community.
Dean Washington took a job
Just recently the Education DeIn 1916 he entered Clemson. teaching in Fairfield, Jowa. At partment sponsored adult educaThe South Carolina Association
the same time he took graduate tion courses offering courses in
of Student Governments will hold An interesting story is connect- work at Iowa State College and such varied subjects as interior
its annual convention this year ed with his decision to attend was awarded his MS degree in decorating, rug hooking, meal
at Clemson on Friday, November our institution. He made ap- 1922.
planning, music, woodwork, pub19.
He returned to his Alma Mater lic speaking, and leadership. These
plication at the same time to
Allston Mitchell, president of both Clemson and the Univer- as Assistant Professor of Agri- courses are to be held again this
S. C. A. S. G. expects around sixty sity of South Carolina. He went cultural Education in 1922. In school year, with invitations to
1924 Mr. Washington was made townspeople to come for "the
delegates to attend this convention. These delegates will come to "the Laurens County Court- Associate Professor of Agricul- sheer joy of learning."
from U. S. C, Furman, Wofford, house in Laurens to take the tural Education and Registrar of
The Education Department has
Converse, Limestone, Coker, Lan- entrance exams for both insti- the college, serving in these ca- not mushroomed as have many
tutions.
pacities until 1926.
der, Newberry, Spartanburg Junof the other departments of the
However, he arrived late, as
ior College, North Greenville JunAppointed Dean of the School college. Rather, it has had a slow
ior College, Presbyterian, and the he had to travel by horse and of Education, the first and only increase over the years. Dean
buggy. He took the examination
College of Charleston.
Washington told these reporters
Registration will be held in the to Clemson first, but because it one to hold this office, he has that: "The understanding of
filled
this
position
ever
since,
Student Lounge between 9:30 and was so late and he thought he
science, math, English, and many
10:30 Friday morning. At 11:00 had made a good record on the except for a military leave of other subjects in public schools •
the group will attend the convo- Clemson exam, he did not bother absence from 1942-1947.
will originate with Clemson men,"
cation held in the Clemson Au- taking the University's exam. He
He served in the army at vary- and he added with a chuckle: "and
ditorium. Leland Stowe will be did so well on the exam that he ing intervals from 1918 to 1950 women!" He also pointed out,
was awarded a four-year scholar- starting as a private and retiring "Many of the great men in history
guest speaker.
The entire group will eat lunch ship to our beloved Alma Mater. with the rank of major. For have been teachers." Senatorin the Clemson College Dining He graduated in 1920 with a BS thirty-one months he served in elect J. Strom Thurmond is one of
Hall and will then adjourn to a
the European Theatre of Opera- those who graduated from ClemGeneral Assembly and Workshop lege Student Government will tions and promoted educational' son as a teacher and rose to nagroups. At three o'clock members serve as hosts for the Convention facilities for soldiers in that thea- tional fame.
Dean Washington lives with his
of S. C. A. S. G. will see a film in and the help, of the entire Student tre. Dean Washington was award
wife, the former Miriam E. Betts,
the Chemistry Auditorium.
Body is asked in order to make ed the Bronze Star and Citation.
An active member of the South- at 101 Parkway Drive.
Members of the Clemson Col- the convention a success.
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